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Experimental implementation of the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm for three-qubit functions
using pure coherent molecular superpositions
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The Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm isexperimentallydemonstrated for three-qubit functions using pure coherent
superpositions of Li2 rovibrational eigenstates. The function’s character, either constant or balanced, is evalu-
ated by first imprinting the function, using a phase-shaped femtosecond pulse, on a coherent superposition of
the molecular states, and then projecting the superposition onto an ionic final state, using a second femtosecond
pulse at a specific time delay.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computation@1–3# is aimed at utilizing the
quantum nature of physical systems in order to solve co
putational problems in efficient ways that are impossible
classical computation. One of the benchmark quantum a
rithms is the Deutsch-Jozsa~DJ! algorithm @4#. Its task is to
distinguish whether a binaryn-qubit function f : $0,1%n

→$0,1% ~n is given! is constant or balanced. The output of
constant function is identical for all possiblen-qubit inputs,
while the output of a balanced function is 1 for half th
possible inputs and 0 for the other half. The DJ quant
algorithm identifies the constant/balanced character o
function~known to be either constant or balanced! in a single
call to the function, as compared to the corresponding c
sical algorithm that requires 2n2111 function evaluations to
provide a solution. This improvement results from the inh
ent parallelism when applying a function-dependent unit
transformation on all the possible input elements, which
simultaneously contained within a coherent superposition

In recent years, the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm, in its re
ited form @5#, has been implemented experimentally main
with NMR techniques. Using pseudopure states@6#, it was
demonstrated for functions having up to a four qubit inp
@7#. Also, an implementation of the algorithm for two-qub
functions using single photon linear optics has been p
lished @8#. A modified version of the algorithm, which doe
not require a control qubit, has been proposed@9# and imple-
mented using NMR for functions with inputs composed
up to three qubits@10#. In this version of the algorithm the
coherent superposition representing the function domai
obtained by applying a first Hadamard rotation on the ini
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stateu0&u0&...u0& of the n-qubit system. The unitary transfor
mation constructed for each of the various functions int
duces a function-dependent phase to each of the elemen
the superposition. After a secondn-qubit Hadamard trans
form is applied, the superposition either ends in the init
state if the function is constant or in any other state if it
balanced. In the present work, this modified algorithm
implemented for three-qubit functions usingpure coherent
superpositions of molecular eigenstates~wave packets!.

Our main motivation behind the current work is explorin
the use of a new experimental platform for small-sc
problem-specific implementation of quantum algorithm
The method is based on an ensemble of small molecule
the gas phase interacting with a sequence of multiple sha
femtosecond laser pulses. The computational task is car
out through the time-dependent dynamics of the molec
with short computation time and very low decoherence ra
The system is characterized by a value of 103-104 for the
ratio between the decoherence time and the manipula
time by a shaped femtosecond laser pulse. The experime
technique is such that the computation involvespure states
only, a characteristic that is highly important for a physic
implementation of quantum computation. These pure m
lecular states span several~entangled! internal degrees of
freedom: rotational, vibrational, and electronic.

Currently, we aim at providing a physical platform for
problem-specificquantum computation. This is differen
from the common formalism of auniversalquantum compu-
tation @2#, which is also the one most physical implemen
tions of quantum computation have followed. Under the u
versal formalism, every unitary transformation acting onn
qubits is decomposed into a quantum circuit, which is a
quence of elementary gates, each acting on one or two
bits. The gates composing the circuit are all members wit
a universal finite set of basic gates. This model provide
powerful universal programming language for quantum co
putation. However, it acquires a significant drawback, sin
most unitary transformations can only be implemented in
ficiently, i.e., they require a circuit of elementary univers
gates whose size is exponential inn. Only special transfor-
mations can be decomposed into polynomial-size circu
One prominent transformation is the quantum Fourier tra
form, which is also a basis for the most successful quan
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algorithm known today, that is the Shor’s quantum algorith
for the factorization of numbers@11#. Thus, it seems highly
desirable that, in parallel to efforts along the above unive
quantum computation model, other frameworks for quant
computation will be explored, even if they are nonunivers
Our objective is to specifically design and shape laser pu
such that under the action of a single shaped pulse the
ecules will undergo a complete specific unitary transform
tion. This might allow, at a price of losing the universalit
the implementation of specific quantum algorithms in
much more efficient way as compared to using other phys
platforms designed for universal quantum computation. T
potential for achieving a complete transformation using
single pulse~or a very small number of pulses! lies in the
richness and complexity of the interaction of molecules w
a strong broad-bandwidth laser field. The corresponding
namics involves simultaneously single-and multiphoton,
rect and Raman, resonant and off-resonant transitions am
a large manifold of quantum molecular states. It is expec
that useful theoretical computational methods for design
such pulses will include also optimal control theory@12#.
Initial studies in this direction point to its feasibility@13,14#.
The main limitation of the new platform as implemented
this work is the limited size of the experimentally accessi
part of the whole Hilbert space of the internal molecu
degrees of freedom. Current experimental techniques pro
a basis for handling computational tasks involving pu
states with up to hundreds of eigenstates~the equivalent of a
Hilbert space of 8–10 qubits! spanning several internal de
grees of freedom. This by itself is significant for the expe
mental research of quantum computation. Moreover, a po
tial for larger scale quantum computation lies in develop
more sophisticated molecular excitation schemes an
combining the present method with other techniques invo
ing, for example, the trapping of cold molecules@15,16# or
cold molecular ions@17#.

II. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

A. Using coherent molecular superpositions

In the current implementation of the Deutsch-Jozsa al
rithm, 2n rovibrational eigenstates are being used to rep
sent the eigenstates of a system ofn entangled qubits. Each
n-qubit function is represented by a different unitary ope
tion stored in an oracle, and the task is to determine whe
the unitary operation applied to the molecular system co
sponds to a constant or balanced function. The various
tary operations are implemented using phase-shaped br
band femtosecond pulses. The interaction of the shaped p
with a molecule, which is initially prepared in a pure sing
rovibrational state, transforms the molecule into a cor
sponding coherent superposition of rovibrational states. D
ferent functions result in different superpositions. The phy
cal features of the molecule-field interaction allow us
apply the first Hadamard rotation and the subsequent un
transform, representing one of the functions, in a single s
The former is associated with the amplitude transfer and
latter corresponds to the phase modification:ÛphsÛampuc(t
50)&. The evaluation of the function’s character is acco
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plished by probing the overall molecular superpositi
through its projection onto an ionic final state. This is acco
plished by ionizing the molecule at a single given time de
after excitation using a second~unmodified! femtosecond
pulse. The ability to probe the overall superposition direc
as a whole at one time, which originates from the quant
nature of the process, allows the readout step of the a
rithm to be achieved without applying the second Hadam
rotation. The algorithm is performed on anensembleof mol-
ecules. Overall, only one~encoding/imprinting! unitary op-
eration and one measurement suffice to find out the fu
tion’s character.

Although, in general, 2n molecular levels are sufficient to
represent the Hilbert space ofn qubits, in the present experi
ment 2n11 states were used. They include 2n rovibrational
levels in the electronicE state of Li2 and a single initial
rovibrational level in the electronicA state~see Fig. 1!. This
simplifies the implementation of the unitary operations wi
out any principal limitation. Here, the electronic correlatio
between theE state and theA state is not probed@18#, and,
thus, the Hilbert space naturally reduces to the 2n levels in
the E state. The algorithm is demonstrated here with thr
qubit functions,n53, thus eight rovibrational states are em
ployed in theE state. Each rovibrational level, (vE ,JE), cor-
responds to an eigenstate of the three-qubit product sp
denoted asuk&[um&un&uo& with m, n, o5$0,1% wherek is the
decadic representation of a three-bit binary digit. Explicit
this means that in the present experimentuvE513,JE517&
[u0&[u000&, uvE513,JE519&[u1&[u001&, uvE514,JE
517&[u2&[u010&, uvE514,JE519&[u3&[u011&, uvE
515,JE517&[u4&[u100&, uvE515,JE519&[u5&[u101&,
uvE516,JE517&[u6&[u110&, and uvE516,JE519&[u7&
[u111&.

The unitary transformation, which represents a consta
balanced function, is induced in the molecule by the sha

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the excitation scheme of the
periment with the relevant potential energy curves of Li2 and Li2

1

@23,24#. The rovibrational structure of theE 1Sg
1 state is used for

the implementation of the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm.
6-2
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laser pulse via the Hamiltonian

Ĥ5S Ĥg c0* V0* c1* V1* ¯

c0V0 Ĥe0 0

c1V1 0 Ĥe1

] �

D . ~1!

The symbolsVk5mkek(t)exp(2ivk t) (k50 – 7) are the am-
plitudes acquired by the rovibrational levels on theE state
following their excitation by a transform limited~i.e., phase-
unshaped! pump pulse from the initial rovibrational level o
the A state. Each amplitudeVk is determined by the transi
tion dipole momentmk between the initial state and the e
cited statek, and by the spectral magnitudeek(t) of the field
at the specific excitation frequencyvk between these two
states. The time dependence of the spectral magnitude
flects the pulsed character of the field. The quantitiesck
5exp(2ifk) include additional phase factors,fk , that are
introduced to the excited rovibrational level by the pha
shaping of the pump pulse. In the current description
influence of off-resonant coupling is neglected. TheĤek are
the field-free Hamiltonians of the various excited rovibr
tional levels, and they are equal to the energies of the lev
i.e., Ĥek5\vk . Similarly, Ĥg corresponds to the initial leve
on theA state. Under weak field conditions, the excited wa
function on the electronicE potential can be formulated b
first order perturbation theory@18–20#. After eliminating the
A-state dynamics by puttingHg50, the excited superpositio
on theE state is given at timet after excitation, when the
pump pulse is over, as@18#

uce~t!&}(
k50

7

e2 ifkmkeke
2 ivktuk&. ~2!

As noted above,k[(vE ,JE) while uk& represents the rovibra
tional eigenfunction of statek on theE state. The molecule
field interaction excites each molecular level with a pha
and amplitude that are controlled experimentally by shap
the excitation pulse.

Following the formulation of the modified Deutsch-Joz
algorithm @9#, the present pulse shaping is carried out
correspond to a functionf such that

uce~t!&}(
k50

7

ake
2 ivkt~21! f ~ uk&)uk&, ~3!

whereak denotes the complex amplitude for a levelk on the
electronicE state, which is independent of the specific eva
ated ~constant/balanced! function. Note, not all theak are
necessarily equal. The term (21) f (uk&) introduces the func-
tion dependent phase factor. The 0 and 1 values of the fu
tion are encoded as a phase of 0° or 180°~i.e., a11 or 21
factor!, respectively. As a result the expansion in first ord
perturbation theory provides a model for arbitrary phase
amplitude transfer,Û5ÛphsÛamp, from the initial A-state
level onto theE-state rovibrational wave packet. It can b
viewed as follows:
06231
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Û5ÛphsÛamp5S 1 0 0 ¯

0 (21) f (u0&) 0

0 0 ~21! f ~ u1&!

] �

D
3S 1 2a0 2a1 ¯

a0 1 0

a1 0 1

] �

D . ~4!

The right term of the right-hand side~RHS!, Ûamp, repre-
sents the function independent part, while the left term on

RHS, Ûphs, is the unitary operation that encodes the fun
tion values as phases. The use of perturbation theory d
not represent any principle limitations, since the theory
coherent control, for a closed quantum system of a disc
spectrum, ensures that complete control can always
achieved even with strong fields@21#.

Each three-qubit binary function is given as a set of ei
binary~0 or 1! values, each corresponding to a possible st
uk&[um&un&uo&, of a three-qubit input. There are 72 thre
qubit constant/balanced functions—2 constant and 70
anced. As mentioned above, a function’s value of 1 is rep
sented by a phase value of 180° and a function’s value o
by a phase value of 0. Following the oracle operation fo
given function, a set of eight phases is determined. Th
phases are then encoded experimentally into the pump p
that excites the molecular superposition. In practice, in
current experiment, we have chosen to encode these p
values into the phase-shaped pump pulse as an incre
over a basic initial set of phases applied to the excited ro
brational states, F (0)5$fvE ,JE

(0) ;vE513– 16,JE517,19%.

This F (0) set of phases is actually part of the function ind
pendentak coefficients introduced above. As a result of th
procedure, the two constant functions,f 15$0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0%
and f 25$1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1%, are represented by molecular s
perpositions havingF (0) and F (0)1180°, respectively, as
their fk set of phases~see above!. Since the measured pump
probe ionization signal is sensitive only to the relative pha
between the various wave packet components, i.e., inse
tive to a global phase of the wave packet, both const
functions correspond to the same pump-probe signal.
specific set of phasesF (0) used here isF (0)5$f13,17

(0)

5298.1°, f13,19
(0) 5352.0°, f14,17

(0) 5215.9°, f14,19
(0) 5137.9°,

f15,17
(0) 5169.7°, f15,19

(0) 5337.6°, f16,17
(0) 5192.1°, f16,19

(0)

50°%. These values were chosen such that the ionizatio
the corresponding Li2 wave packet at 5 ps delay time after i
excitation will result in aglobal maximum of the measured
coherent signal. This is based on previous detailed cohe
studies we have conducted on Li2 @19,20#. The 5 ps time was
chosen arbitrarily. The balanced functions (f 3 to f 72) will
result in rovibrational wave packets having sets of relat
phases that are different fromF (0), such that the correspond
6-3
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VALA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 062316 ~2002!
ing amplitudes of the wave packet ionization signals at 5
delay time will be significantly lower than the global max
mum signal. Hence, the identification of the function’s ch
acter can be made by measuring the signal amplitude at
single predetermined delay time, after a calibration con
experiment to measure the global maximum signal~i.e., for
the wave packet withF (0)) is initially performed one time
only.

B. Experimental technique

The molecular excitation scheme of the experiment, w
the relevant potential energy curves of Li2 and Li2

1 , is
shown in Fig. 1. The experiment@19,20# is conducted in a
static cell, heated to 1023 K, that contains a lithium me
sample with Ar buffer gas at about 3.7 Torr~493.3 Pa!. Using
a cw single-frequency dye laser, an individual state-to-s
transition, from a rovibrational level in the groundX 1Sg

1

state to a rovibrational level in the excitedA 1Su
1 state, is

induced on some of the thermally-populated ground s
lithium dimers. As a result, a small fraction of the over
molecular ensemble is populating the single rovibratio
stateA 1Su

1(vA514,JA518) as a pure initial state. The in
formation that represents a function is encoded into a ph
shaped femtosecond laser pulse using a pulse shaping s
It employs a liquid crystal spatial light modulator~128 inde-
pendent pixels! to control the spectral phase of the vario
frequency components of the pulse. The wavelength res
tion of the pulse shaping setup is;4.2 cm21 per pixel, and
the accuracy of a phase~0–360°! applied with the spatia
light modulator is better than 1°, depending on the particu
phase value. The interaction of this shaped pulse with the2
molecules, populated in the selected initial (vA514,JA
518) state, results in a function-dependent tailored cohe
superposition~wave packet! on the E 1Sg

1 electronic state
~pump step!, which for three-qubit functions is composed
(vE513216,JE517,19)~eight states!. The wave packet ex
citation can be described within the weak field limit@18#.

Using a second~unshaped! femtosecond pulse, thi
function-dependent excited wave packet is probed afte
preselected delay time through the ionization of the m
ecule. The resulting pump-probe photoionization signal~ion
and electron current! is the measured experimental quanti
It is measured using a pair of biased electrodes located in
the lithium cell and a lock-in detection system. All the las
beams~cw, pump pulse, and probe pulse! are periodically
modulated using mechanical choppers. The measured s
contains a well-identified component that originates o
from those molecules that have undergone excitation
ionization due to the timely ordered absorption of three p
tons: the first from the cw laser, the second from the pu
laser pulse, and the third from the probe laser pulse. Ove
although most of the molecular ensemble is thermally po
lating the ground electronic state of Li2 , the experimental
technique allows an ionization signal to be obtained t
originates only from those molecules that performed
quantum computing operation. The subensemble contai
these molecules is in a pure coherent quantum state. In
eral, the measured ionization signal is composed of a c
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stant signal level and a part that depends on the pump-p
delay time@19,20#. Currently, the measurement was averag
over 104 pump-probe sequences at a specific pump-pr
delay time. The pump and probe pulses originate from
Ti:sapphire laser system~200 kHz repetition rate! with ;160
fs duration, 12430 cm21 central spectral frequency,;150
cm21 bandwidth, parallel polarizations, and energies of;0.5
and;1.0 mJ per pulse, respectively.

The experimental conditions are such that the decoh
ence of the wave packet occurs on a time scale longer th
ns. It is primarily due to collisions between the Li2 molecules
and Ar and Li atoms, which result in pure dephasing and
state-changing transitions. The decoherence time scale
least three orders of magnitude longer than the excita
process that encodes the quantum information.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 2 displays several pump-probe ionization tra
sients out of the complete set of measurements. They o
nate from various phase-tailored molecular wave pack
each corresponding to a different three-qubit consta
balanced function. For clarity, the transients in the figure
translated vertically to separate one transient from the ot
The baselines of all the measured transients, indicated in
figure by the thin horizontal solid lines, are of the sam
value. Similar to the pair of constant functions~see Sec.
II A !, following from the insensitivity of the measured ion
ization signal to a global phase of the wave packet, e
transient actually corresponds to either of two functions,f i

FIG. 2. Pump-probe ionization transients originating from va
ous tailored wave packets representing various three-qubit con
or balanced functions. Thef 1 and f 2 are the two constant functions
while all the other f i are balanced. The function’s charact
~constant/balanced! is evaluated by measuring the signal level a
single delay time of 5 ps.
6-4
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EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DEUTSCH- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 062316 ~2002!
and f j , related asf i5 f̄ j , i.e., 0 and 1 exchange in the
logical representation~for example,f 3 and f 4 given below!.
Such a relationship means that iff i corresponds to a set o
phasesF i , f j corresponds toF j5F i1180°, i.e., an addi-
tional 180° global phase. The transient shown in all pan
by the dashed lines corresponds to the constant functionsf 1
or f 2), while the transients shown in thick solid lines ea
correspond to a different pair of balanced functions. T
eight balanced functions presented in the figure aref 3
5$0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1%, f 45$1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0%, f 55$0,1,1,1,1,
0,0,0%, f 65$1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1%, f 75$1,1,0,0,0,1,1,0%, f 85
$0,0,1,1,1,0,0,1%, f 95$1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0%, and f 105$0,0,0,
1,0,1,1,1%. The complete set of measurements contains
sults for all the 70 three-qubit balanced functions, measu
at 5 ps delay time. In all cases, as can also be seen in
figure, measuring the coherent signal originating from
ionization of the wave packet at the single delay time of 5
provides the answer to whether the evaluated function is c
stant or balanced. The transients in the figure are shown
the full 2–8 ps delay time range only for clarity. The sign
amplitude at 5 ps that corresponds to functionsf 3 and f 4 is
the closest one, among all the 70 balanced functions, to
signal amplitude at 5 ps of the constant functions (f 1 and
f 2). Thus, overall, considering the experimental signal-
noise levels with the corresponding error bars, the pres
probability of obtaining a correct answer about the consta
balanced function’s character is greater than 99% for an
the three-qubit functions. The key ingredient of the read-
procedure is a direct single access to the overall set of r
tive phases encoded in the rovibrational superposition.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The present implementation of the Deutsch-Jozsa a
rithm allows straightforward extension to multiqubit bina
functions beyond three qubits. This requires an increas
the number of rovibrational levels composing the exci
superposition, 2n levels forn qubits. However, from the way
the functions are encoded~i.e., always half the levels ar
phase 0 and the other half 180°!, an increase inn does not
require an increase in the desired experimental signa
noise, i.e., there isno need to ionize more Li2 molecules. It is
worth noting that using laser pulses of;1700 cm21 band-
width ~i.e.,;10–15 fs transform-limited duration! will allow
the direct simultaneous coherent excitation, from a sin
selected Li2 rovibrational state of theA state, of about 50–60
rovibrational states centered spectroscopically around
current excitation region of theE state.

The present method can be generalized for testing fu
tions that map any even number (2m) of inputs into one
binary ~two-valued! output, and not only 2n inputs. We have
chosen to work here with functions having 2n input values in
-
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physical implementation of quantum computation.

In conclusion, we experimentally implemented the mo
fied Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm for three-qubit functions us
molecular rovibrational pure states controlled by shap
femtosecond pulses. Quantum information representing
function character is encoded into the relative phases of r
brational levels that constitute the nuclear wave packet
the E 1Sg

1 state of the Li2 molecule. The encoded quantu
information is measured directly using a weak probe fie
This allows, in general, keeping the encoded quantum in
mation primarily undamaged for further quantum operatio
This is important in the context of future implementation
more complicated algorithms.

The present task is carried out in the framework of wh
we consider as coherent parallel computation using quan
elements@22#. The quantum nature of the molecule is st
not fully utilized for a more efficient computation. For ex
ample, one quantum property that can be used to advan
is the fact that the molecular eigenstates actually span sev
internal molecular degrees of freedom—electronic, vib
tional and rotational; this might allow conditional manipul
tion and quantum projection operations. Nevertheless,
work is a very first step in exploring theexperimentalpoten-
tial of using the present molecular platform for small-sca
problem-specific quantum computation. The proble
specific approach is different from the universal quant
computation approach. It means that single or very f
pulses will be designed specifically to induce complete u
tary transformations, without the decomposition into a circ
of basic universal gates that act on one and two qubits.
most unitary transformations, such decomposition is
pected to produce a very inefficient quantum circuit. That
the number of elements in the circuit grows exponentia
with n. By small scale we currently refer to a Hilbert spa
composed of up to hundreds of quantum molecular eig
states. This seems to be the experimentally accessible pa
the very large complete molecular Hilbert space, wh
present experimental capabilities can handle. One route
larger scale computations is the development of much m
sophisticated ultrafast molecular excitation schemes, invo
ing, for example, well-controlled Rabi cycling processe
Another route to explore is a hybrid of the present techniq
which is based on the manipulation of internal molecu
degrees of freedom, with other techniques for the manipu
tion of external degrees of freedom involving, for examp
trapped molecules or molecular ions@15–17#.
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